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The present study examined developmental changes in the ability to recognize face parts. In
Experiment 1, participants were familiarized with whole faces and given a recognition test with
old and new eyes, noses, mouths, inner faces, outer faces, or whole faces. Adults were above
chance in their recognition of the eye and mouth regions. However, children did not naturally
encode and recognize face parts independently of the entire face. In addition, all age groups
showed comparable inner and outer face recognition, except for 8- to 9-year-olds who showed a
recognition advantage for outer faces. In Experiment 2, when participants were familiarized with
eyes, noses, or mouths and tested with eyes, noses, or mouths, respectively, all ages showed
above-chance recognition of eyes and mouths. Thirteen- to 14-year-olds were adult-like in their
recognition of the eye region, but mouth recognition continued to develop beyond 14 years of age.
Nose recognition was above chance among 13- to 14-year-olds, but recognition scores remained
low even in adulthood. The present findings reveal unique developmental trajectories in the use of
isolated facial regions in face recognition and suggest that featural cues (as a class) have a
different ontogenetic course relative to holistic and configural cues.
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Recognizing other members of one’s biological or social group is of paramount importance
for many animals and humans. Given the importance of faces for humans, existing evidence
suggests that adults are extremely sensitive to minor changes in facial structure (Ge, Luo,
Nishimura, & Lee, 2003), and even newborns are somewhat biased to prefer faces or facelike stimuli (Fantz, 1963; Goren, Sarty, & Wu, 1975; Johnson & Morton, 1991; Macchi
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Cassia, Simion, & Umiltà, 2001; Maurer & Young, 1983; Mondloch et al., 1999; Simion,
Valenza, Umiltà, & Barba, 1998). Impairments in face processing are associated with severe
neurocognitive disorders such as autism (see Behrmann, Thomas, & Humphreys, 2006, and
Itier & Batty, 2009, for reviews). Given its importance, it is no wonder that a great deal of
research has been devoted to understanding the developmental trajectory of face recognition
in children.
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The existing research has shown that three types of information are important for face
recognition (for a review, see Lee, Anzures, Quinn, Pascalis, & Slater, 2011). One type of
information is the isolated featural information of a face such as its eyes, nose, and mouth.
Another is configural information – the spatial relation information among the individual
isolated facial features (Freire & Lee, 2003; Maurer, Le Grand, & Mondloch, 2002), and the
third is holistic information –the facial gestalt that fuses featural and configural information
into an unbroken whole (Tanaka & Farah, 1993). The use of these three types of facial
information in face recognition has been shown to be characterized by unique
developmental trajectories. However, much of the research that has investigated the
development of face recognition has been devoted primarily to highlighting changes in the
use of holistic and configural face processing. In contrast, how featural face recognition
develops remains largely unknown. Research regarding the importance of the eye and mouth
regions during emotion processing (Adams & Kleck, 2003, 2005; Smith, Cottrell, Gosselin,
& Schyns, 2005; Tonks, Williams, Frampton, Yates, & Slater, 2007) and the importance of
the mouth region in speech processing (Buchan, Paré, & Munhall, 2007, 2008; Desjardins &
Werker, 2004; Dodd, 1979; Hardison, 2003; Hazan, Sennema, Iba, & Faulkner, 2005;
Helfer, 1997; Kuhl & Meltzoff, 1982; Lansing & McConkie, 2003; Nakano et al., 2010;
Patterson & Werker, 1999, 2003) suggest differences in the degree to which individual facial
features are typically processed. These differences, in turn, allude to potentially unique
developmental trajectories in processing individual facial features such that proficiency in
processing the eye and mouth regions might emerge at an earlier age relative to proficiency
in processing the nose region. Thus, the main objective of the present study is to examine
developmental changes in featural recognition from childhood to adulthood.
Holistic face processing
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Holistic face processing is often measured with the use of a composite face task whereby
participants are asked to judge whether parts of two faces (e.g. the top parts) are identical or
different while ignoring the other parts of the faces (e.g. the bottom parts). In the composite
face task, the parts of the face that participants are told to ignore are always different (e.g.
the bottom parts), and the top and bottom parts of the face pairs are either aligned (as a
normal face would appear) or misaligned. Adults find it more difficult to correctly judge that
the face parts are identical in the aligned condition because it is difficult for them to process
one part of the face in isolation from the rest of the face (Carey & Diamond, 1994; Young,
Hellawell, & Hay, 1987). This so-called composite face effect has also been found in
children. Children at 10 years of age and younger show evidence of holistic face processing
by making more errors and producing slower responses in their identity judgments for the
top portion of aligned faces relative to their identity judgments for the top portion of
misaligned faces (Carey & Diamond, 1994; de Heering, Houthuys, & Rossion, 2007;
Macchi Cassia, Picozzi, Kuefner, Bricolo, & Turati, 2009; Mondloch, Pathman, Maurer, Le
Grand, & de Schonen, 2007). Further evidence suggests that this composite face effect has
already reached adult levels by 4 years of age (de Heering et al., 2007).
Holistic face processing has also been investigated using the part–whole recognition task.
During this task, participants learn whole faces and are subsequently asked to identify
familiar facial features when presented in the context of an entire face or when presented in
isolation. Holistic face processing is inferred from better recognition of facial features in the
Infant Child Dev. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2013 September 03.
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whole face recognition task than in the isolated features recognition task, presumably
because features are encoded relative to the entire face rather than in isolation. Studies have
found that children indeed encode faces holistically in that they show greater accuracy in
their recognition of individual facial features when presented in the context of an entire face
than when presented in isolation (Pellicano & Rhodes, 2003; Pellicano, Rhodes, & Peters,
2006; Seitz, 2002; Tanaka, Kay, Grinnell, Stansfield, & Szechter, 1998). Consistent with
findings regarding the composite face effect in children, this whole–part advantage in
recognition is adult-like by 4 years of age (Pellicano & Rhodes, 2003; Pellicano et al.,
2006).
Configural face processing
Contrary to the use of holistic face processing, children at 4 years of age demonstrate only
chance performance in a recognition task involving configural changes for familiarized faces
(Mondloch, Leis, & Maurer, 2006) and familiar peers’ faces (Mondloch & Thomson, 2008).
Although face recognition based on configural changes improves during childhood and is
above chance by 6 years of age (Baudouin, Gallay, Durand, & Robichon, 2010; Freire &
Lee, 2001; Mondloch, Le Grand, & Maurer, 2002), the ability to use configural information
to recognize faces does not reach the adult level even by 14 years of age (Mondloch,
Geldart, Maurer, & Le Grand, 2003; Mondloch et al., 2002; Mondloch, Le Grand, &
Maurer, 2003).
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Processing of internal facial regions
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In contrast to the abundance of studies that have examined the development of configural
and holistic face processing, the developmental trajectory of recognizing relatively isolated
internal facial regions has received less attention. Although it has been argued that featural
face processing may be easier and matures earlier than configural face processing (Freire &
Lee, 2001; Mondloch et al., 2002; but see Quinn & Tanaka, 2009), it remains largely
unknown how featural face recognition itself develops. Ten-year-olds have been reported to
perform like adults or slightly worse than adults in a short-term recognition task in which
faces were presented sequentially and participants were asked to decide whether the two
faces were the same or different (Mondloch et al., 2002; Mondloch, Robbins, & Maurer,
2010). When the faces were different, they were shown with different eyes and mouths.
However, simultaneous changes to two isolated features do not allow an examination of the
potential differential use of individual internal facial regions in recognition. Indeed, Hay and
Cox (2000) found that 6-year-olds showed better recognition of the eyes relative to the
mouth and nose regions, as well as better recognition of the mouth relative to the nose
region. Nine-year-olds also showed better recognition of the eyes relative to the mouth and
nose regions, but comparable recognition of the mouth and nose regions (Hay & Cox, 2000).
Consistent with findings regarding differential processing of the internal facial features in 6and 9-year-olds (Hay & Cox, 2000), existing research suggests that social interactions may
involve differential processing of the eye, nose, and mouth regions. Processing of the eye
region has been implicated in studies that have examined emotion processing (Adams &
Kleck, 2003, 2005; Smith et al., 2005). In addition, processing of the mouth region has been
implicated in emotion (Smith et al., 2005) as well as speech processing (Buchan et al., 2007,
2008; Desjardins & Werker, 2004; Dodd, 1979; Kuhl & Meltzoff, 1982; Lansing &
McConkie, 2003; Nakano et al., 2010; Patterson & Werker, 1999, 2003). Thus, the use of
facial cues in social interactions favours processing of the eye and mouth regions over
processing of nose regions. Such differences may cultivate unique developmental
trajectories in the ability to encode and recognize individual internal facial regions.
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To examine the much overlooked developmental trajectory of recognizing relatively isolated
internal facial regions, we familiarized 8- to 9-year-olds, 13- to 14-year-olds, and young
adults with a set of photographs containing the whole faces of different individuals. After
familiarization with the whole faces, participants were randomly assigned to one of six
recognition test conditions: (i) recognizing only the eyes of the original faces; (ii)
recognizing only the noses of the original faces; (iii) recognizing only the mouths of the
original faces; (iv) recognizing only the inner parts of the original faces without the hair and
external contour; (v) recognizing only the outer parts of the original faces without the eyes,
nose, mouth, or cheeks; or (vi) recognizing the original whole faces (see Figure 1 for
examples). Participants were not told in advance which stimulus format they were going to
receive during the recognition test, nor were they informed that they may be required to
recognize only parts of the original faces. It should be noted that recognition of the eyes only
condition was not limited to featural face recognition because our set of eye stimuli included
natural variability in the spacing between the eyes and the spacing between the eyes and
eyebrows (see Figure 1). Thus, recognition in the eyes only condition involved recognition
of the eye region as isolated from the rest of the face.
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A whole face recognition condition was included to ensure that 6 s of familiarization with
each face stimulus was sufficient for participants in each age group to learn the face. An
inner face recognition condition was included to ensure that participants were attending to
the internal regions of the faces. An outer face recognition condition was included because
previous studies have alluded to newborns’ and young children’s greater reliance on the
outer facial regions over the inner facial regions in their recognition of unfamiliar faces
(Turati, Macchi Cassia, Simion, & Leo, 2006; Want, Pascalis, Coleman, & Blades, 2003).
Thus, the present study also examined the development of inner and outer face recognition
for unfamiliar faces. Our experimental design in which participants were not informed that
they would be given a recognition test with only portions of the original faces allowed us to
examine how well participants naturally encode and recognize face parts. It was
hypothesized that eye and mouth recognition would be above chance and adult-like at an
earlier age relative to nose recognition.

EXPERIMENT 1
Method
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Participants—Four hundred fifty-seven participants took part in the experiment. They
included 164 8- to 9-year-olds (M = 8.41, SD = 0.49, 79 males), 123 13- to 14-year-olds (M
= 13.77, SD = 0.43, 47 males), and 170 adults between 18 and 26 years of age (M = 20.95,
SD = 1.62, 69 males). All participants were Han Chinese recruited from a metropolitan city
in China.
Stimuli—For each participant age group, the stimuli consisted of 20 colour whole face
photographs (10 males) of Chinese faces in a frontal pose and matched to the age of the
participants (i.e. a total of 60 whole faces). The face stimuli were matched in age for each
participant age group to control for any potential own-age face recognition biases that may
form from differential experience with individuals from different age groups (Anastasi &
Rhodes, 2005; Bäckman, 1991; Kuefner, Macchi Cassia, Picozzi, & Bricolo, 2008). The 60
faces (20 from each age group) were rated by a group of adults to ensure that the faces in
each age group were comparable in distinctiveness (p values >.05). Five additional versions
of each of the whole face photographs were created: (i) eyes; (ii) nose; (iii) mouth; (iv) inner
face (a U shape adjacent to the cheek and jaw regions was used to create the contour for the
inner face stimuli); and (v) outer face (see Figure 1).
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Procedure—Participants were asked to complete a computerized face recognition task.
During the learning phase, participants were familiarized with 10 photographs of whole
faces (five males) from their respective age groups (e.g. adults viewed adult faces,
adolescents viewed adolescent faces, etc.). Faces were presented one at a time, and each face
was presented for 6 s. The learning phase was immediately followed by a recognition test.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of six recognition test conditions: (i) eyes (N =
77); (ii) nose (N = 74); (iii) mouth (N = 80); (iv) inner face (N = 71); (v) outer face (N = 70);
or (vi) whole face (N = 85). However, participants were not informed prior to the
recognition test which test condition they would receive, nor were they informed that they
may be presented with only a portion of the faces at test. Those in the whole face
recognition condition were shown the same images of the familiarized faces at test. During
the recognition test, participants were shown 20 images in sequential presentation – 10
images from the learning phase and 10 new images. Participants were asked to indicate
whether each image was old or new via different key presses. Each test image remained on
the screen for a maximum of 10 s or until participants made their response. The images were
presented in a randomized order.
Results and Discussion
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Recognition of internal facial regions—D-prime scores were computed from
participants’ recognition of each internal facial region. The d-prime scores were used as the
dependent variable in one-sample t-tests to determine whether participants could
discriminate between old and new internal facial regions at above-chance levels. Results
revealed that 8- to 9-year-olds could not discriminate between old and new internal facial
regions (p values >.05). Thirteen- to 14-year-olds showed chance-level discrimination
between old and new eyes (p >.05), and a trend towards above-chance discrimination
between old and new noses and mouths (p values = .06). Adults showed above-chance
discrimination between old and new eyes and mouths (p values <.05), and chance-level
discrimination between old and new noses (see Figure 2).
Additional analyses of participants’ criterion scores showed a trend towards a more
conservative response bias among adults relative to 8- to 9-year-olds (p = .02 compared to
the adjusted alpha value of .017; see Table 1). There were no other age-related differences in
response bias, and there were no differences in response biases for recognition of the eye,
nose, and mouth regions (p values >.05).
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Overall, the recognition of relatively isolated internal facial features revealed differences in
the developmental trajectories of participants’ recognition of the eyes, nose, and mouth
regions of unfamiliar faces. Recognition of the eye region only reached above-chance levels
in adulthood. Recognition of the nose region approached above-chance levels at 13 to 14
years of age but deteriorated to chance levels during adulthood. Recognition of the mouth
region began to reach above-chance levels by 13 to 14 years of age and was maintained into
adulthood.
Inner and outer face recognition—D-prime scores were computed for each participant
and were used as the dependent variables in one-sample t-tests to determine whether
participants could discriminate between old and new inner and outer faces at above-chance
levels. Participants from each age group showed above-chance discrimination between old
and new inner faces (p values <.05). Thus, participants from all age groups were attending to
the internal facial regions as evident by their proficiency in recognizing inner faces.
Participants from each age group also showed above-chance discrimination between old and
new outer faces (p <.01).
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To assess potential differences in participants’ recognition of inner and outer faces, an
ANOVA was conducted with participants’ d-prime scores for inner and outer faces as the
dependent variable. A preliminary analysis revealed no significant main effect of, or
interactions with, participant gender. The follow-up 3 (participant age group: 8- to 9-yearolds, 13- to 14-year-olds, young adults) × 2 (stimulus test condition: inner faces, outer faces)
ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between participant age group and stimulus test
condition, F(2, 129) = 5.78, partial η2= .08, p <.05. Post-hoc analyses showed that 8- to 9year-olds were better in their recognition of outer faces relative to their recognition of inner
faces, t(53) = 3.33, p <.05 (see Figure 2). In contrast, 13- to 14-year-olds and young adults
showed comparable recognition of inner and outer faces (p values >.05). Additional analyses
of participants’ criterion scores revealed that 8- to 9-year-olds, 13- to 14-year-olds, and
adults showed comparable response biases in their inner and outer face recognition (p values
>.05; see Table 1).
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Better outer face than inner face recognition among 8- to 9-year-olds in the present study is
consistent with previous findings reported by Want et al. (2003) regarding an external face
advantage in 5- to 7-year-olds’ recognition of unfamiliar faces (see Turati et al., 2006, for
similar findings in newborns). This finding suggests that poor featural recognition (i.e. eyes,
nose, and mouth) among the youngest age group may be at least partially due to their greater
reliance on the external facial features relative to the internal facial features of unfamiliar
faces. Comparable inner and outer face recognition among adults in the present study also
replicates previous findings by Ellis, Shepherd, and Davies (1979) and Want et al. (2003). In
addition, the present study shows that the adult-like pattern of comparable inner and outer
face recognition for unfamiliar faces is evident by 13 to 14 years of age.
Whole face recognition—One-sample t-tests were conducted with participants’ whole
face recognition d-prime scores as the dependent variable. Results revealed that participants
from each age group were able to discriminate between old and new whole faces at abovechance levels (p values <.001; see Figure 2), thereby confirming that 6 s of familiarization
with each face was sufficient for participants in each age group to learn the faces. An
analysis of participants’ criterion scores also showed no differences in whole face
recognition biases across the participant age groups (p >.05; see Table 1). Thus, recognition
of face parts after familiarization with whole faces in the other conditions would reflect
participants’ natural encoding and recognition of parts of the whole faces. Eight- to 9-yearolds and 13- to 14-year-olds were comparable with adults in their whole face recognition
performance (p values >.05), suggesting that any age-related differences in the other
recognition test conditions would most likely reflect differences in encoding and recognizing
face parts with minimal influence of age-related differences in memory abilities.
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Overall, Experiment 1 showed that despite a proficiency in inner face recognition among
participants from all age groups, there were nonetheless age-related differences in the
recognition of relatively isolated internal facial regions. Such differences may be at least
partially due to 8- to 9-year-olds’ greater reliance on the outer rather than the inner portions
of unfamiliar faces. Contrary to predictions, the eye and mouth regions did not receive better
processing than the nose region until adulthood.
It is important to note that the individual developmental trajectories in recognizing relatively
isolated internal facial regions in Experiment 1 are a reflection of the way in which
individuals naturally encode whole faces and their subsequent recognition memory of parts
of those faces. Thus, it appears that prior to adulthood, children do not naturally encode and
recognize relatively isolated internal facial regions when they encounter whole faces.
Instead, children may be relying more on processing faces holistically – an ability
comparable with adults by 4 years of age (de Heering et al., 2007; Pellicano & Rhodes,
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2003; Pellicano et al., 2006). Thus, Experiment 2 was conducted to examine the
development of recognition of relatively isolated internal facial regions when participants
were asked to encode face parts and subsequently recognize those face parts. That is, in
Experiment 2, the familiarization and test images were matched (e.g. familiarization with
eyes and recognition test with eyes). It was hypothesized that eye and mouth recognition
would be above chance and adult-like at an earlier age relative to nose recognition.

EXPERIMENT 2
In Experiment 2, participants were familiarized with eyes, noses, or mouths, and then given
a recognition test with eyes, noses, or mouths, respectively.
Method
Participants—Two hundred and thirty-one participants took part in the experiment. They
included 74 8- to 9-year-olds (M = 8.49, SD = 0.50, 44 males), 69 13- to 14-year-olds (M =
13.59, SD = 0.50, 24 males), and 88 adults between 20 and 24 years of age (M = 22.15, SD
= 0.93, 43 males). All participants were Han Chinese recruited from a metropolitan city in
China, and none had participated in Experiment 1.
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Stimuli—The stimuli were the same photographs of eyes, noses, and mouths used in
Experiment 1.
Procedure—The procedures were the same as those used in Experiment 1, except that
participants were familiarized with eyes, noses, or mouths, and then given a recognition test
with eyes, noses, or mouths, respectively. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the
three conditions.
Results and Discussion
D-prime scores were computed for each participant and used as the dependent variable in
one-sample t-tests to determine whether participants could discriminate between old and
new isolated facial features at above-chance levels. Results revealed that all age groups were
able to discriminate between old and new eyes and mouths at above-chance levels (p values
<.05). Thirteen- to 14-year-olds and adults were also able to discriminate between old and
new noses at above-chance levels (p values <.05), and 8- to 9-year-olds showed a trend
towards above-chance nose recognition (p = .07); see Figure 3.
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Developmental changes in the recognition of isolated facial regions were examined via
separate ANOVAs for eye, nose, and mouth regions, with d-prime scores as the dependent
variables. The ANOVAs revealed a significant main effect of participant age group in the
recognition of the eye and mouth regions, F(2, 75) = 8.67, p <.001, η2 = .19, and F(2, 76) =
15.61, p <.001, η2 = .29, respectively. However, the ANOVA for nose recognition revealed
no developmental changes (p >.05). Follow-up post-hoc analyses with sequential Bonferroni
corrections showed that adults and 13- to 14-year-olds were significantly better than 8- to 9year-olds in their recognition of the eye region (p values <.01). In addition, adults were
significantly better than 8- to 9-year-olds and 13- to 14-year-olds in their recognition of
mouths (p values <.05), and 13- to 14-year-olds were, in turn, better than 8- to 9-year-olds in
their recognition of the mouth region (p <.05). There was also a significant main effect for
participant gender in the recognition of the eye region in that female participants (M = 0.97,
SD = 0.59) were better than male participants (M = 0.59, SD = 0.67), F(1, 72) = 3.86, p = .
05, η2 = .05. No other main effects of participant gender nor interactions with participant
gender were significant (p values >.05).
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An analysis of participants’ criterion scores showed that adults were comparable with 13- to
14-year-olds in their response bias in mouth recognition, but adults were more conservative
in their mouth recognition judgments compared with 8- to 9-year-olds (p <.01). Criterion
scores for the eye and nose regions were comparable across all age groups (p values >.05;
see Table 1).
Overall, Experiment 2 revealed developmental changes in recognition when participants
were familiarized with a given set of isolated facial regions followed by a recognition test
with old and new facial regions. As predicted, above-chance recognition of eyes and mouths
was evident at an earlier age – by 8 to 9 years of age – compared with above-chance
recognition of noses, which was evident at 13 to 14 years of age. All age groups were
comparable in their recognition of noses –recognition scores that remained consistently low
with age rather than improving slowly with age. In contrast, recognition of the eye and
mouth regions continued to improve with age, with recognition of the eye region adult-like
by 13 to 14 years of age, and recognition of the mouth region not quite adult-like at 13 to 14
years of age.
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In addition, female participants were better in their recognition of the eye region than male
participants. This gender difference may be due to gender differences in mutual gaze, with
females tending to engage more in mutual gaze than males – a gender difference evident as
young as 4 to 6 years of age that persists into adulthood (Exline, 1963; Kleinke, 1986;
Levine & Sutton-Smith, 1973).

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The present study showed that children as young as 8 to 9 years of age are capable of
recognizing isolated facial regions if they are asked to encode such isolated facial regions
during familiarization. However, even 13- to 14-year-olds do not appear to naturally encode
and recognize isolated facial regions when they initially encounter whole faces. Perhaps
there is a greater reliance on holistic face processing prior to adulthood given its early
maturity relative to featural and configural face processing.
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In relation to other types of facial cues that are used to recognize faces, our results show that
the processing of relatively isolated facial regions differs in its developmental trajectory
from that of holistic face processing. Whereas holistic face processing is adult-like by 4
years of age (de Heering et al., 2007; Pellicano & Rhodes, 2003; Pellicano et al., 2006),
results from Experiment 1 suggest that after the natural encoding of faces (i.e. after
familiarization with whole faces), the recognition of the eye region is only at chance even at
13 to 14 years of age, and the recognition of the mouth region is only beginning to approach
above-chance levels at 13 to 14 years of age. When the familiarization and test images are
matched, adult-like recognition of the eye region is evident at 13 to 14 years of age, and
recognition of the mouth region continues to improve beyond 13 to 14 years of age.
Whereas holistic face processing is mature at an earlier age, the ability to encode and
recognize the eye region, in turn, appears to mature earlier than configural face recognition.
Studies examining the use of configural cues in face recognition have shown immature
performance at 13 to 14 years of age relative to adults (Mondloch et al., 2003; Mondloch et
al., 2002; Mondloch et al., 2003). In contrast, the present study showed that 13- to 14-yearolds are adult-like in their recognition of the eye region when asked to encode eye regions.
However, similar to the development of configural face processing abilities, recognition of
the mouth region has yet to reach adult levels at 13 to 14 years of age. Thus, the overall
ability to encode and recognize isolated facial regions continues to improve beyond 13 to 14
years of age. However, the encoding and recognition of different isolated facial regions
show distinct developmental trajectories. In addition, despite some proficiency in encoding
Infant Child Dev. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2013 September 03.
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and recognizing isolated facial regions prior to adulthood, when children encounter whole
faces, they do not appear to encode face parts independently of one another.
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The findings from both experiments suggest the importance of the eyes and mouth and the
less prominent role of the nose region in featural face recognition. When asked to encode
whole faces, adults were above chance in their recognition of the eye and mouth regions, but
were only at chance in their recognition of noses. When asked to encode and recognize
isolated facial regions, nose recognition scores were low and showed no major
improvements with age. In contrast, recognition of the eye region improved until 13 to 14
years of age, and recognition of the mouth region continued to improve beyond 13 to 14
years of age. This pattern of results may arise from the social importance of the eye and
mouth regions in relation to emotion processing (Adams & Kleck, 2003, 2005; Smith et al.,
2005; Tonks et al., 2007) and speech processing (Buchan et al., 2007, 2008; Desjardins &
Werker, 2004; Dodd, 1979; Hardison, 2003; Hazan et al., 2005; Helfer, 1997; Kuhl &
Meltzoff, 1982; Lansing & McConkie, 2003; Nakano et al., 2010; Patterson & Werker,
1999, 2003). Given cultural differences in face scanning (Blais, Jack, Scheepers, Fiset, &
Caldara, 2008; Liu et al., 2011; Wheeler et al., 2011), future studies should verify whether
the developmental changes in the present study with Chinese participants are also found
among Caucasian participants. However, considering that overt measures of attention to
different areas of faces as measured by eye-tracking can be independent of holistic face
processing (de Heering, Rossion, Turati, & Simion, 2008), differential attention to isolated
facial features may, in a similar way, be independent of featural face recognition. Indeed,
eye-tracking studies have shown the importance of the nose region or the centre of own-race
faces among Chinese infants and adults (Blais et al., 2008; Fu, Hu, Wang, Quinn, & Lee,
2012; Liu et al., 2011). Nonetheless, the present study along with findings by Ge et al.
(2008) revealed that Chinese children and adults are generally more proficient in their
recognition of the eyes and mouth relative to their recognition of noses. In addition, the
prominent role of the eyes and mouth relative to the nose region in featural face recognition
has also been found among Caucasian children (Hay & Cox, 2000). These findings taken
together suggest that the nose region may only serve as the reference point, such that the
information from other major parts of the face (e.g. both eyes and mouth) can be readily and
optimally processed and integrated – an intriguing hypothesis awaiting empirical
verification.
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One limitation of the study is that the images used to test participants’ recognition were
either cropped from the same images used during familiarization (Experiment 1) or the exact
same images used during familiarization (Experiment 2). A more rigid test of the
recognition of isolated facial regions would have used different images across the
familiarization and recognition phases of the study. This would have ensured that
recognition of isolated facial regions was based on the identity of the familiarized faces
independent of low-level visual cues (e.g. brightness, colour, etc.).
In addition, our findings can be extended by further exploring the developmental changes
between the age groups tested in the present study. For example, additional age groups
between 8 to 9 years of age and 13 to 14 years of age and between 13 to 14 years of age and
adulthood can be tested on our tasks. Such additional studies would provide a more
comprehensive overview of how the recognition of isolated facial regions develops with age.
Overall, the present study has shown that different featural cues have unique developmental
trajectories in face recognition. Furthermore, the use of featural cues in face recognition is
different in its developmental trajectory relative to the use of both holistic and configural
information. The present study, along with previous findings, suggests that the ability to
recognize faces indeed has a protracted developmental course. This protracted course
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specifically reflects the gradual development of the ability to process not only face
configural but also featural information. It remains unresolved as to whether such protracted
development is specific to face recognition or if it is a more general issue concerning the
recognition of any type of visual object. This question awaits answers with specifically
designed future studies.
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Figure 1.

Example stimulus of an 8-year-old used in the whole face familiarization task/recognition
test condition, and the eye, nose, mouth, inner face, and outer face recognition test
conditions.
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Figure 2.

Participants’ d-prime scores for whole face, inner face, outer face, eye, nose, and mouth
recognition after familiarization with whole faces. * indicates above-chance recognition.
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Figure 3.

Participants’ d-prime scores for eye, nose, and mouth recognition after familiarization with
eyes, noses, and mouths, respectively. * indicates above-chance recognition.
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Experiment 2

Experiment 1

−0.002 (0.336)
0.094 (0.321)
0.072 (0.332)

13- to 14-year-olds

Adults

0.113 (0.265)

Adults

8- to 9-year-olds

−0.069 (0.368)

13- to 14-year-olds

Eyes
0.047 (0.338)

8- to 9-year-olds

Participant age group

0.004 (0.234)

−0.170 (0.320)

−0.109 (0.475)

−0.009 (0.171)

0.087 (0.352)

−0.151 (0.266)

Nose

0.180 (0.371)

−0.093 (0.388)

−0.218 (0.537)

0.083 (0.279)

−0.075 (0.435)

−0.136 (0.366)

Mouth

0.185 (0.331)

0.041 (0.287)

−0.029 (0.417)

Inner faces

0.182 (0.277)

−0.084 (0.195)

0.005 (0.351)

Outer faces

Mean criterion scores for each participant age group and recognition condition (SD in brackets)

0.135 (0.342)

0.081 (0.330)

0.290 (0.412)

Whole faces
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